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Introduction
Bee Biology &
Equipment
The Honey Company
Since 1890

 Text book: Beekeeping in

Northern Climates
 UofMN Extension Bee Lab

 3-Part course
 Bee Biology & Equipment (TONIGHT)
 Managing Colonies (March 21)
 Harvesting Honey & Honeybee Diseases and
Pests (March 28)

Quotes
 “I have made more mistakes through taking wrong
advice than any other way.”
 –H. Gordon Smith, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Sept.
1965

Basic Honeybee Biology
 Social Insects
 Colony
 A single queen
 1,000’s of workers
 100’s of drones

 Colony constructs

comb
 Hexagon “Cells”
 Brood, 90-95 F
 Store pollen and honey
around perimeter

 Comb is built of
hexagon cells

Female Castes
 Queen: eggs
 Workers: Work to
maintain colony

 Fertilized egg is

female, unfertilized is
male

 Queen measures cell
and lays eggs

 Female eggs can be a
queen or worker
depending on diet
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Royal Jelly

Queens

 Nurse bees feed Royal Jelly to all larvae





Secreted from head glands
Feed more of it to larvae in a queen cup
High in nutrition
Causes queen to develop reproductive system

 Reproductively
mature

 Mating flight
 Within 7 days
 Mates with 10-20
drones

 Stores sperm
Photo from
Wikipedia

 Egg-laying

machine
 1,000 eggs per
day

Workers

Workers

 Live 25-35 days summer

 Normally do not lay eggs

 Live 200 days over winter

 Regulate temperature in hive

 Division of Labor

 Collect

 Nurse bee: Clean cell, feed larvae
 House bee: Build comb, ripen nectar
 Foraging bee: Collect pollen, nectar, propolis

 45-55,000 workers in a strong, summer colony






Plant pollen
Nectar
Water (drinking and cooling)
Propolis (social immunity)

 What’s the difference between nectar and honey?

Propolis

Drones

 Bee glue

 Larger than workers

 Resin collected from

 Compound eyes

tree buds

 Important to bee
health
 Hive immunity
 Antimicrobial
 HIV, mice

 Encourage bees to
make it!

 No direct contribution
 Role: Seek out and mate a
virgin queen from a
different colony

 Mating kills the drone
 Driven out in winter

http://beelog.petherick.co.nz/?p=1353
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Drones

Development time in days

 Reared in larger cells

Development
stage in days

Queen

Worker

Drone

Egg

3

3

3

Larvae (open)

5

5

7

Pupae (sealed)

8

13

14

Total

16

21

24

http://cagardenweb.ucanr.edu/?blogtag=drones&blogasset=42184

Colony Life Cycle
 Perennial

Winter
 Make sure bees have

 Cluster below 50F
 Consume honey to shiver and warm the hive

 1. Sufficient Honey
 2. Upper entrance
 3. Moisture vent

 Late January Queen starts laying eggs
 First pollen colony growth explosion
(Valentine’s Day)

 Workers consume pollen to make feed for
larvae

Number of bees in a colony
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Nectar Flow

Maintain Hive Numbers
 30% loss

 Match peak bee numbers with nectar flow

 Divide to maintain colonies next spring

 Spring

 Be prepared with a colony for next year

 Fluctuating temp
 Warm: bees go to work, increase
 Cold spell: slows bees down, pull larvae, not
enough nectar, feed sugar

 Sustainable
 (Otherwise, you’ll need
to buy packages again
next spring)

 Important focus for new beekeepers

Rearing a Queen
 Queen Substance
 Pheromone produced by queen
 Prevents bees from rearing queens

 If no queen substance, workers build Queen Cups
 New cell: queen lays new egg inside
 OR Around existing female eggs
 Located on face of comb or bottom of frame

Wikipedia commons

Queen Rearing
 Tricky at first to know why bees build a queen cell
(swarming, supersedure, or emergency queen
rearing)

 New beekeepers often destroy queen cells before
they know why they are there.

 WHEN IN DOUBT, DO NOTHING.

Queen Rearing Impulses
 1. Swarming. Sign of hive congestion. Mechanism
by which a colony reproduces

 2. Supersedure. When queen is failing
 3. Emergency queen rearing. When queen is
suddenly removed or killed

 Timing for queen to start laying
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Swarms

Swarms

 Why?

 Prevent swarming

 Crowded

 When?
 April-June

 How?
 Virgin Queens
 Old queen stops laying

 Divide colony

BEFORE swarming
impulse
 Add a super

 Catch it if you lose
it.

& leaves with half of hive
 Cluster

 Scout bees

Colony NOT ready to swarm.
Bees are cooling off on the
Porch.

Supersedure
 Failed queen
 April-September
 Egg pattern poor
 Queen cells on the face and lower edge of combs

Emergency Queen Rearing
 Build cups around existing larvae
 Effectiveness

 No eggs present
 Queen dead

Equipment
The Honey Company
Since 1890

 Sometimes build queen cup around
existing female larvae
 Queen not as good
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The Hive Equipment

Vocabulary
 Hive

 Recommend using

Langstroth hives for
first 2 years
 Matches natural nest

 Colony
 Hive body

cavity, 10 gallons

 Super

 Bee Space
 Large enough

 Box

volume for winter
storage

Hives
 “A good swarm of bees will store almost as much

honey in a half-barrel or nail keg as in the most
elaborate and expensive hive made, all other things
being equal.” –Mr. Gallup, 1851, quoted in The ABC
and XYZ of Bee Culture, 1980

Boxes
 Kim Flottum describes the 8 frame medium as the “hive of the
future.” 2014 Catalogue

 CC Miller, 1912 “I changed from 10-frame to 8-frame hives, I

think more than for any other reason because at the time, it was
the fashion. I don’t know that I got any better crops by changing.
When it comes to moving hives about, the advantage is decidedly
in favor of the smaller hive. The same may be said of the supers.
I am not sure the smaller hives have any other advantage, unless
it be that they occupy less space and cost a little less. But the
larger hive has the great advantage that it can have a larger
supply of stores on hand at all times, making less danger of
starvation in the winter and spring. That makes less trouble and
less anxiety. An 8-frame hive is sometimes too small for a queen
without a second story, where a single story with 10 frames
would answer. So if it were to do over again, very likely I might
continue the 10 frame hive.”

Boxes, frames, lid, & bottom board

Parts of the hive
 Hive stand (pallet)
 Bottom board
 Entrance reducer
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Parts of the hive

Parts of the hive

 Deep Hive bodies (9 ½”)

 Frames

 Drill 1” hole in each for entrance
 If worried about weight, can use medium boxes
(6 5/8”)
 By volume, 3 deep boxes = 5 medium boxes

 Honey Supers

 10 per standard box

 Foundation
 Plastic most common
 Wax
 Foundationless

 Deep, medium or shallow

Barn Hive

Component parts of the hive
 Queen excluder
 Inner cover
 Feeder

Assembly

Painting
 Rough side of
wood in
 Encourages
propolis

 Tight joints

 2 coats exterior latex
paint

 Creativity encouraged
 Avoid dark colors
 Do NOT paint the

inside of boxes (or
frames)
 Encourage propolis
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Clothing

Tools

 Veil and Hat

 Hive tool

 Gloves: Non-Ventilated Gauntlets/Cuffs

 Smoker. Cool smoke disorients bees and causes

 Leg straps

them to eat honey, resulting in fewer stings

 Smoker fuel
 Don’t need

Misc Items

Pollen Patties
 Pollen substitute

 Sugar
 Spring
 Light syrup
 Mix 8 ½ cups sugar with HOT water to

 Early spring
 Mixture of soy flour, dried
milk, and brewer’s yeast

 Patties or Powdered

make 1 gallon

 Fall
 Heavy syrup
 Mix 17 cups sugar with HOT water to
make 1 gallon

Packages

Nucs

 What is a package?

 What is a nuc?

 2 or 3-pounds of bees

in a cage with a queen

 Queen will be alive at
purchase

 ($70-$85)

 5 frames of bees
 On deep frames ONLY
 New equipment
 Further in development
 Queen inspected for a good laying pattern, drawn
comb, emerging brood, pollen and nectar stores

 ($120)
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Where & How to Buy

Ways to Order with us:

 From The Honey Company (That’s US!)

 Email info@thehoneycompany.com

 KSL Classifieds

 Get an order form from Alicia tonight

 Mail order catalogs

 Via our website, www.thehoneycompany.com under

 Beekeeping store
 3 Bee Honey in Orem

 Order bees January-March

“Buying Bees” there is a link to the online order
form.

 Call 801-373-7981
 We need payment by March 12 (ASAP)

THANK YOU!
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